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The centre for Advocacy and Research (CFAR) is a non- profit charitable
organization working since 1994 on strategic communication and
advocacy on issues related to HIV/AIDS, reproductive health, child rights,
female foeticide and urban poverty amongst others.
In house professional teams undertake communication and media
research, skill building of marginal communities in advocacy,
documentation of best practices, audio and video production on
development issues.
CFAR's work is in keeping with its vision of being committed to mainstream
voices of the less privileged. Focusing on the role and leadership of the
community and enabling their participation has been central to CFAR's
Strategies, capacity building efforts and partnerships.
CFAR is currently working in Andhra Pradesh, Delhi, Karnataka,
Maharastra, Manipur, Nagaland, Rajasthan and Tamil Nadu.

RETRACING
STEPS- FROM CAPACITY
BUILDING WORKSHOPS
TO DEVELOPING A
PARTICIPATORY
TRAINING TOOL

The Beginning
The Centre for Advocacy and Research (CFAR) partnered with Hindustan Latex Family Planning Promotion
Trust(HLFPPT) and India HIV/AIDS Alliance in conducting Capacity Building workshops for Community-based
Organizations (CBO) representing both Sex Workers, Men Who have Sex with Men (MSM) and Transgender
(TGs) at Hyderabad and Eluru of West Godavari district of Andhra Pradesh.

Learning from Practice
“The workshop had built my skills to interact with the media. I have learnt about the do's and don'ts
of Media Interaction.” Rajeswari, TOT Alliance, Hyderabad
“We can also project our work through media. Our Community members will do that. Earlier we had a
feeling that media is less of a friend and more of a foe.” B Nooka Raju, CB, HLFPPT, Hyderabad.
“Several times we wanted to tell about the Project to the media, but we did not have the courage
to do so. Now we feel the difference and we are confident.” Ch Ramesh, CB, HLFPPT, Hyderabad
Rationale
The process of capacitating the CBO assumes great urgency and importance with NACP III according
Targeted Interventions (TIs) the highest priority and envisaging that they will be transitioned from NGO to
Community-based Organisations (CBO
Response
Laying focus on this programme, Andhra Pradesh State AIDS Control Society (APSACS), HLFPPT and Alliance
have been have been working in tandem in training the community on various aspects related to institution
building and community empowerment. Since Advocacy and Mainstreaming have been identified as core
process, the intervention has been seeking to strengthen this process
by building the capacity of the
CBO for advocacy with
Priorities of NACP III…
v a r i o u s s t a ke h o l d e r s
including the media. The
“Sub-populations that have the highest risk of exposure to HIV will receive
aim is to create an
the
highest priority in the intervention programmes. These would include
conducive environment for
sex workers, men-who-have-sex-with-men and injecting drug users.”
community-led HIV
prevention as well as
community empowerment.
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Participants
Alliance and HLFPPT in collaboration with CFAR has conducted various capacity building workshops for
training 200 FSW Community members on how to advocate with the media.
Process
Focus of the training sessions was on l Enhancing the perspective of the community
l Building their knowledge
l Building their skill in dealing with the media

'Building perspective…'
Interactive exercises were employed to make the
process learner-centered beginning with a word
or an image to enable the participants to reflect,
speak up and decide about their level of comfort,
understanding and readiness to work with the
media.
'Building knowledge…'
Knowledge about the media is an essential part of the learning process. We all know that the mass media
can be a double edged sword. It can be a friend or turn into a foe. It is essential to understand, step by step,
how the media operates, how the media conceives stories
and what the elements that can prove friendly to the
community could be and how to leverage these
supportive elements.
This was done through exercises where the
participants were shown print and electronic
news clips. Through exercises, they were made to
have an insight of news story at how the report
was written. They were facilitated to view the
news in two separate lens; first as a viewer( news
consumer) and secondly, as a community
member..
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'Building skill…'
If the community is empowered, it can interact with the media
in a considered and planned manner.
The skill of the participants was built through communication
exercises designed to prepare them for a mock and a real
media interaction.

Opening a dialogue with the Media
We cannot ignore the media. Given the attitude of the general population we
have many problems. The media can help us to reach out the general
population. They can also change their attitude towards us. - Sumitra
We are not utilising the existing services. We have lot of information but we
are not able to share it with media as we are not confident. We want the
media to project our work. - Vijayalakshmi
I am the Secretary of a CBO. My Project Director has asked me to interact with the media. I spoke to media
for two minutes. I was very tense. I thought of sharing with the media on the importance of condom use
and STI prevention but I was not able to tell as I was facing the media for the first time. - Vijayalakshmi

Did this process work?
I have learnt to present to the media about our services and work. I have also learnt that we should
give more information in minimum time. - K Durga, Eluru Workshop
Earlier, I was afraid to talk with the media. This workshop has helped me in gaining self-confidence.
Now I can interact confidently with the media. - Jacob, Eluru Workshop.
I have learnt that before speaking anything to the media, I should know about my own work and I
should be confident about what I am doing to reach out to my peers with information and services
related to STI treatment and HIV prevention. - G Suryakanta, Eluru Workshop.
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Key Outcome
Participatory Training Tool
CFAR, Alliance and HLFPPT decided to jointly develop a participatory training tool on Media Advocacy for
Master Trainers drawn from CBOs such as SNEHA Mahila Abhyudaya Samithi, Sneha Godavari Society, God
Theresa Mahila Mandali etc. The interactions from and the deliberations at these workshops have been
used to fashion this tool.
It was very clear that this tool must have two interlinked components. The first should tread through the
training process to strengthen perspective, knowledge and skill building on media advocacy. The second
component is to demonstrate to the Master Trainers, the process of facilitating the sessions so that the
training is learner-centered and interactive.
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The Tool
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Media Advocacy: A Participatory Training Tool for Master Trainers drawn from the CBO and Project
Key Objectives
l To strengthen the master trainers drawn from the community to train and implement media advocacy

initiatives in a coordinated manner.
l To develop learner-centric tools and exercises on how to advocate with the media.

Thrust
The tool provides a practical understanding of media advocacy. It enables the Master Trainers and Learners
to engage with media content, understand how media reports and hone their skill to interact with the media
in a planned, systematic and strategic manner.
Elements
This tool has five distinct elements.
l Word Association Exercise.
l Getting to know the Media; Learn how the media reports; distinguishing between print and electronic

media
l Preparing and planning an Inclusive and Community-centered story
l Preparing for a Media Interaction
l Conducting a Live Media Interaction
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Session I

Building Perspectives: Word Association Exercise
Objective:
l To facilitate a learner-centered approach and enable participants to articulate their concerns and share

their perspective about media
Duration: 45 minutes
Materials Required: One ball, chart paper and markers
Methodology
Ask the participants sit in a circle. Use a word for association. Choose a word around media, mass media,
media advocacy, etc. For example, let us take the word 'Media Advocacy'. Throw a ball to a participant and
ask them to respond to the word 'Media Advocacy' with the first word/ words that come to mind. The ball
has to be thrown to all participants.
Listen attentively to each participant. List each participant's observations.
Then take the help of the participants to classify the words into two categories: one category in which the
associations are related to a viewpoint or opinion and another in which the associations are related to
information. Through this classification, we understand how many participants view the media deeply and
how many view it as just a tool for acquiring information. Accordingly, the participants are facilitated to
know the media in the next session.
Facilitators Note
While playing this game, the facilitators should keep in mind…
l This exercise is not just an ice-breaker. It is a participatory beginning for the workshop.
l Please listen with interest and respect.
l Encourage the participants to speak
l Give them the confidence that the process is centered around them.
l Do not have pre-judged notions.
l Do not argue with participants.
l All answers are right.
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Demo
Let us have a look at a demo held during Eluru workshop
The word given was 'Media Advocacy'.
The participants came up with the following associations for the word…
'Media Advocacy'
- A vehicle to convey our concerns to the general population and stakeholders
- Fear
- News channel
- We can know about the harm happening towards the community members through the media
- Crime News
- Immediate solution to the problem/ Solving problems
- Source of Information
- Media is needful stakeholder
- Not under our control
- Good News
- Information about different programs
- News channel
- Letter/ issue
- Breaking news
- Paper information
- Mobile news
- Headlines
- Current issues
- Information about different organisations and people
- Confidential news
- Terrorism
- Crime story
- They write negatively about sexuality minorities
- Report length depends on time
We took the help of the participants to classify the words into two categories: one category in which the
associations are related to a viewpoint or opinion and another in which the associations are related to
information.
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Viewpoint/ opinion

Information

A vehicle to convey our concerns to the general population and
stakeholders

Fear

We can know about the harm happening towards the community
members through the media

Crime News

Immediate solution to the problem/ Report helps to solve problems

Source of Information

Media is a needful stakeholder

News channel

Not under our control

Breaking news

Terrorism

Paper information

Fear

Mobile news

They write negatively about sexuality minorities

Headlines

Report depends on length and time given to it

Current issues

Reports evoke curiosity

Information

Confidential news/Good News

When all the responses were classified, it was very clear to us that for some respondents, the media is an
everyday utility. For some, it had deeper associations.
About those who view it as a utility, it was evident that they know about the media but had no opinion or
viewpoint.
Those who view the media through the lens of an opinion do not have any concrete information about it.
As facilitators, we have to balance both these ways of viewing the media.
To do that, we have to deepen the participants' information on and understanding of the media. This is the
objective of the next session.
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Session II

Building Knowledge….
Getting to know the Media
Getting ready to know the media Learning how media reports the events; difference
between print and electronic media
Objectives
l To know how the media writes a report
l To know the difference between reporting in print and electronic media.
l To understand the elements that make a report interesting and those that have a high

viewer recall
Method
For this exercise we used two reports one print and one electronic-to demonstrate how the media packages
a news report and the difference in the treatment of the news by print and electronic
Thrust of the Session
The learning from this exercise will help participants
-

Acquire specific tips on how to work with print and electronic media.

-

Understand what makes any information newsworthy and interesting

Materials required
1 print and 1 electronic report on the same issue/event, published/ telecast around the same time
Duration: 90 minutes
Methodology
We use the exercises listed below to build the knowledge of the
participants about the print and electronic media.
Exercise A
Analyse the print clip with the participants by asking them to
answer a few questions like…
- What is this clip focusing on?
- Who is the messenger?
- What solutions are being offered?
- Who are the stakeholders that are supporting the initiative/event?
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Analyse the electronic clip with the participants by asking them to answer a few questions like …
-

What did the report focus on?

-

Who is telling or conveying it? /Who is the newsmaker?

-

What is the message being conveyed?

-

What details are being given about the issue or event in the report?

-

If you recall one thing about the report, what is it?

List out all the observations of the participants and highlight the elements used narrate the story in each
media.

Demo
Let us have a look at the following two reports and do a simple exercise
Electronic Media Report

NTV Clip, Nov 27
Anchor
AIDS is causing havoc among people. While reckless sexual relationships
are resulting in a number of AIDS deaths, homosexuals are fueling the high
prevalence of the epidemic. Many an emotional MSM are becoming part
of the Hijra community, which is badly affected by the epidemic.
Voiceover (Visuals of the community at the event, mostly of the fashion show
and the cultural events)
Men liking men is nothing new. It has been a part of our culture from
ancient times and there is a mention of this community in Vedic scriptures too. However, sociological
factors have driven the community out of the society and labeled them as Hijras.
History and society notwithstanding, with none to understand their emotions, the community is moving
out of their homes in an effort to find souls that share their feelings and that embrace their emotions.
Like many, the members of this community would also like to pursue their education and get into jobs but
are upset by constant societal harassment and discrimination. Pushed to a corner, they have come together,
demanding recognition for the community and protect people like them from stigma and discrimination.
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Community Voice (MSM)
“I have been like this right from my childhood, always used to feel like a girl. I left my family at the age
of 12. My parents were not totally unsupportive but I was not comfortable living at home. Some
people who knew me told me that I was not alone and that I can become a woman; so I went along
them to Mumbai.”
“Yes I feel bad that I have left my parents. I keep remembering them but have a feeling that they do not
want me. When I call them, they curtly told me to put the phone down. It feels terrible and left me
with no other choice but to live my life by myself.”
Voiceover (Visuals of MSM entering the Venue)
It is difficult for the hijras to get married with others. So, the community members themselves turn as
wives and husbands and live together. However, with such sexual relations they are becoming victims
of diseases, especially AIDS.
Voiceover (Visuals of fashion parade at the programme)
According to a survey, AIDS prevalence among the hijras is as high as 17%. NGOs working on the issue
are urging the government not to discriminate against the MSM and understand their concerns.
Voice - Mr Kailash Ditya (Joint Director, TI, APSACS)
We are working with various high risk groups like sex workers, MSM, Transgenders, IDUs, migrants and truckers. Out of 47,000 MSM, 17% are living
with HIV/AIDS.
Voiceover (Visuals of the programme- prize distribution)
Hijras are demanding for reservation like in Tamil Nadu along with
recognition in the society and Government support.
Exercise on Electronic Clip
Prioritise Key Statement and Messages
What is the report focusing on?
a) AIDS is increasing due to the growing fear among the common people.
b) The multi sexual relationship is putting many people at risk of losing their lives to HIV.
c) A cross section of common people both heterosexual and men having sex with men are at risk of
contracting HIV due to lack of knowledge, multi partner sex and their hidden identity.
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Who is the report focusing on?
a) General Population
b) Women
c) Men having Sex with Men
d) All
Who is responsible for the social marginalization of MSM?
a) Society
b) Family
c) Community-MSM, Hijra
What are the voices conveying?
a) Rejection and Loneliness
b) Vulnerability of the community to HIV and STI
c) Search for a Collective
What is the solution that is offered?
a) Not to discriminate against MSM
b) Recognise that a significant section of them are HIV positives
c) Reserve jobs for MSM

Print Report

Saakshi, 28 Nov 2008

'Do not discriminate against us'
SC, ST, BC, Minority, EBC…everyone is getting support and co-operation from the society as well as the
government. Sexuality and sex workers are also recognised but people like us, sexual minorities, are
being discriminated against, lamented the community of Men having Sex with Men (MSM).
Many MSM leaders voiced their concerns at a convention, Melukolupu (Wake up!), held here at
Priyadarshini Auditorium in Public Gardens on Thursday(Nov 28), where representatives of AP State
AIDS Control Society and various other organisations were present.
They cited the severe stigma and discrimination by many a quarter, including family, society and
Police, as the biggest hurdle in arresting the HIV/AIDS prevalence among the MSM.
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Kailash, Joint Director, APSACS announced that a new campaign 'Nestam' would be launched soon,
promoting safe sex from 1 Dec 08 in nine districts.
Dr. Gangaiah, HLFPPT, urged the government that the IPC 377, introduced by the British rulers which
terms homosexuality unnatural, should be removed.
Concerns expressed by the participants
This is a social problem
There are many reasons to say that AIDS spreads through homosexual relations the important one
being society's refusal to recognise them as human. This community is being looked at just now. It will
be solved only when it is viewed as a social issue. - Manohar, Sangama (NGO), Bangalore
Why hate us?
Who is responsible for discriminating against MSM? Is it their own families that hate them? Or the
Society or Police? This needs to be analysed first. Who are they to brand something that we like as
wrong? Society should help them overcome the untold mental agony of MSM.
- Rex, former President, Sangama
Not human beings?
Everybody thinks MSM are not human beings and that is why this section did not come out into the
open. But then, if they remain so, how would anyone understand what their problems are?
- Agniva Lahiri, Director PLUS, Kolkata
Where are supporting programmes?
AIDS has transmitted from MSM but there is no treatment for those patients. There is no process to
distribute condoms for safe sex. There is no proper information nor care and support. The biggest
disease of all is the discrimination imposed by the society against homosexuals. Government should
initiate remedial measures.
- Vijaya Nair, UDAN, NGO, Mumbai
Exercise on Print Report
What is the report focusing on?
- Many sections of the society are being discriminated against
- Many sections that were earlier discriminated are now gaining respect
- Sexual Minorities continue to be discriminated to be discriminated
17

Who is the Key Voice?
- Representatives from APSACS
- Representatives from NGOs
- Representatives from MSM CBO
- All the above
What are the voices conveying?
- The MSM community is experiencing extreme vulnerability to HIV
- Since the MSM is being discriminated it is difficult to reach out to HIV related services to them
- MSM centered programme will empower the community
- Discriminatory laws against MSM should be repeal ed
What are the key messages?
-

Since the MSM community is at-risk of contracting HIV the mainstream society should recognise and
address their concerns

-

If the MSM community is not respected, then community will not come out and seek service.

-

There is a bigger problem than HIV and that is social discrimination.

Sub session 1
Difference between Print and Electronic Reports
Objective:
- To sensitise the participants to the different manner in which the electronic and print media packages
reports on the same event or issue.
Expected Outcome:
- Participants understand that advocacy messages should be tailor-made to suit the needs of the media
they are working with.
Duration: 15 minutes
Methodology
Ask the participants to list out the differences between the print and the electronic clip. Through this
exercise, participants understand the preferred style and content elements of each type of media.
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Let us look at how the participants at the Eluru workshop
identified the differences in the way the print and electronic
media approach the same story…

Print

Electronic

It informs you about every aspect of the issue

It has a lot of visual appeal-dance and songs

The report is presented in a simple and matterof-fact manner

The report tries to say and show many things.

It is not supported by any visuals

There is a stress on the fact that HIV is more in
MSM

If we cannot read, we cannot relate the report
properly

The visuals tell you more. The visuals speak more
than words.

There are less emotions in the report

Even a person who cannot read can relate to the
report Can feel the emotions of the Community.

What does this tell us?
- There is a big difference in treatment-Print report is matter-of-fact, it does not have to say so many things
as the electronic media has to do;
- Print report is less about emotions and more about establishing the fact that the MSM is disadvantaged
at every level-Family, Society, Law, Access to Services.
- Secondly it will have serious consequences as far as the HIV prevalence rate in the community is
concerned.
- All stakeholders including community leaders are quoted
- Electronic media is more interested in giving the viewer a physical experience of being an MSM that is
discriminated, lonely, rejected and hence is dramatised more
- The voices are largely from the community and less from programme and community leaders
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Facilitator's Note
l When you are dealing with the print media, we must ensure that there is a powerful news peg, like

a big convention or event
l The print journalist likes to have evidence or data, so please keep some relevant data ready
l The print journalists also like to quote powerful people and project people that are known to their

readers So please be ready with these voices
l They also look for clinching arguments So please be ready with them
l When you are dealing with the electronic media, make sure that you know the anchor If you do

not know the anchor, get to know him or her before approaching the person for the story
l They use voices to support their arguments and thrust, so make sure that you understand their

argument and thrust before lending your voice or the opinion of other stakeholders
l Please give to-the-point answer, otherwise they can misquote you or twist what you have said
l On the electronic media, visuals speaks more than words, so please be ready with good visuals,

choose proper locations, use message-centered placards and banners

Sub session 2
Rating the clips
Objective
-

To capacitate the participant to advocate with different kinds of audience.

Expected Outcome
-

Participants understand the difference in the way the common viewer and community member view the
same clip.

-

They see the need to advocate with both types of audience.

Duration: 30 minutes
Methodology
To further understand the way we view the news clips, ask the participants to rate both the print and the
electronic clippings. Here, we ask them to rate the clips from the standpoint of a common viewer and that of
a community leader/ taluk coordinator.
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Observe the way the participants rate the clip as a community member and as a common viewer. It is likely
that they differ. The common viewer usually reads the media a little superficially as compared to the
community, especially if the clippings are about issues surrounding HIV. The participants are facilitated to
understand that strong advocates cater to all the layers in the audience. They need to reach out to the
common viewer and the community with the same messages.
Let us look at the way the participants rated the clips…

As a community
member

As an ordinary
viewer

5

3

5

2

6

2

5

2

7

2
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Session III

Building Knowledge….
Preparing and Planning an Inclusive and Community-Centered Story
Objective
-

To develop the confidence of the participants to plan positive reports.

Expected Outcome
-

The participants will come up with the ground rules on
how to prepare a positive media report on the
community and how to place it before the media.

Duration: 45 minutes
Materials Required: Any positive report on the Community.
Methodology
For this exercise, you will require a list of the 'elements of an
inclusive and community-centered story.'
A good story must…
-

set the larger context to HIV/AIDS and women's vulnerability to HIV (to make it universal)

-

show the community responding to the challenge posed by HIV (to inspire confidence in the community
led response)

-

demonstrate capacity to act and ability to make a difference.

-

be consistent in - evidence, visual, voice and message (to demonstrate the power of media advocacy).

Ask the participants what they would like to see in a good report about the community. How would they like
to be portrayed in the media? What are the images and voices they would like to see in the report? List out
the points raised by the participants on a chart paper.
Compare their list of the 'elements of a positive story' with one that you have prepared earlier and generate
a discussion around a positive story about the community.
Then, show the participants the chosen positive clip and ask them to identify the voices the visuals from the
report. Generate a discussion around the following questions:
1. How did they introduce the story?
2. How did the reporter depict the community?
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3. How did they put out the voices of the women?
4. How did they highlight experiences?
5. What did they like about the clipping?
6. What they did not like?
7. What is their suggestion to improve the clip?
Let us watch this electronic report

ETV2 story, Dec 2, 2006 on role of sex workers in HIV prevention
Anchor
As community guides the sex workers are leading the fight
against HIV, they are creating awareness among the sex
workers and general population on HIV prevention. Many of
the women say that they choose sex work due to lack of
alternative livelihood.
And there are some among them who have come out of their
fear and are courageously working for the benefit of the
community. They are educating the sex workers and general
population on STI and HIV by visiting the villages. The
Community guides are very clear that other community member should not experience the kind of
neglect and discrimination that they had faced.
Anasuya, CG, Palakollu:
"Earlier the environment was not so favorable, we could not disclose that we are sex workers and also
there was no opportunity to go to a doctor for STI treatment. But now we have great opportunities and
access to all the facilities here. Many of the sex workers tell us that it is not so easy to access the services
and hence they did not use the treatment. We introduce ourselves and built rapport with the community
and explained about the treatment that is being provided at the clinic besides other facilities.”
Anchor
In the initial days of the intervention, they had gone through several problems and challenges in
delivering their services. They were even insulted by other women who used to taunt them by saying
how can these women teach us? But the Community Guides did not loose their courage.
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Satyavati, CG, Palakollu:
"Many of the people refused to talk to me in the initial days as I was
associated with an office where HIV prevention activities are taking place.
They felt that if they spoke to me they would be seen as HIV positive
people. We are helping others to save their lives. Though I felt bad for
some time about their words, I continue my work and now I am very happy
because I am helping many women prevent HIV. I also educate them about
consistent and correct use of condom. I am referring the community
members for speculum test. I am also facilitating them to get the
medicines and observing them whether they are completing the course of STI treatment or not.”
Anchor
Motivating the sex workers to visit the clinic to access STI treatment services and also making them
get medicines.
Sarojini, Outreach Coordinator, AFD, Palakollu
“The people who have multiple partner sex are prone to get STI and HIV. If
we can treat the STI, it will reduce the risk of getting HIV. The only way is to
follow preventive methods to stop prevent the infection. As the
community members already have the chances of getting STI, they listen
to us and come forward to avail the STI clinic services.”
Anchor
The community workers are telling that the main objective of this intervention is to protect the sex
workers from the risk of getting HIV/AIDS and STI.
The questions listed above are fielded and the group's responses for each
question are noted down.
The facilitator then leaves them with question- Do you want more
such stories to be covered about you in the media? If yes, what can
you do?
Demo
The participants at the Eluru workshop watched a TV report
highlighting the contribution of Peer Educators contributing in HIV
prevention.
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These are all the inclusive and community-centered elements they found in the report:
a) Some women who are into sex work have come to the forefront to create awareness on HIV/AIDS
prevention. They spoke of how to prevent STI.
b) These peer educators are reducing the women's vulnerability to HIV/AIDS.
c) There is clear messages on how STI can be prevented
d) The report is also talking about the services at DIC
e) The report is also highlighting how to reduce STI and the action been
taken on it and how STI increases women's vulnerability to HIV.
f) Satyavathi messages on how the correct and consistent use of condom
can help to prevent the STI.
g) The anchor started with a positive note that the sex workers are working for the benefit of the society.
h) The report emphasises the message that despite facing discrimination by the general population they
are working for HIV prevention to help the community to stay healthy.
Facilitators Note
Choose a report that has all the 'elements of an inclusive and community-centered” reporting. At the
end of the exercise the participants should have a clear idea on the kind of voices and visuals used to
create a good report.
They should be ready to practice all this while to interacting with the media.
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Session IV

Building Skills…
Strengthening Skills in Advocating with the Media
Objective
The key thrust of this session is to make the participants realise that media interaction must be done in a
prepared manner, to ensure that we have to advocate effectively
Expected Outcome
Participants identify the key concerns, milestones and messages they are going to share with the media.
They select spokespersons from their groups.
They learn to field questions.
They feel prepared to interact with the media.
Duration: 90 minutes
Methodology
A broad brainstorming group exercise is the first step
towards planning for a media interaction. Participants
identify key achievements, share and select powerful
narratives and prioritise their challenges. This exercise is
similar to a journey of self discovery. To aid the process,
participants brainstorm over questions like Who Am I?
Who do I represent?
What does my Sangha do?
What are the key achievements of the Sangha? Can you
produce evidence?
What are the challenges we face?
The next step taken is to identify the issues and scope for
presentations to be made to the journalists.
To strengthen this process, participants can be given a set of
questions that need to be reflected on in a group exercise.
The possible questions are:
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-

Who are you?

-

What is your work?

-

What are the challenges you have faced while trying to access social
entitlements?

-

While accessing social entitlements, list out which stakeholders were
supportive and which were not. Describe your experience in this regard.

-

How has the community been empowered through the Sangha?

-

What do you want to achieve through a media interaction? Or what are your expectations from the media?

-

What is the key message you would like to place before the media?

The third step is to select the spokespersons who will present before the media.
The fourth step will be to finalise the presentation to the media
The fifth step will be to do a mock interaction and see whether the participants are able to field questions.
This is followed by a mock media interaction on the above topics with the facilitators playing journalists,
fielding difficult questions and getting them ready for a probing media. The participants are given some
simple tips on interacting with the media.
This is how the participants prepared for the media interaction.
The facilitator questioned the participants as follows:
Who am I?
I am Vijaylakshmi. I was a sex worker. But now I am working as a CBO secretary. I was afraid of speaking to the
media, but now I want to interact with the media
What does the Sangha do?
“The name of our CBO is God Theresa Mahila Mandali. We started the CBO with 35 members in 2005. The main
objective of starting CBO is to strengthen unity among the sex workers through community-led programmes.
The core objective is to prevent HIV/AIDS, STI and to reduce stigma and discrimination towards us.”
l We are also involved in government programmes like Clean and Green programme through which we

participated in the cleaning of roads in Khammam and also created awareness among general
population on HIV/AIDS.
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l The district administration appreciated our services. We also do social marketing of male and female

condoms. One of the greatest achievements of our CBO is that 17 sex workers got loans from State Bank
of Hyderabad and started petty businesses.
l Apart from this, we extend our support to children living with HIV and affected children by supplying rice

to them. Keeping this in view, we have started an innovative programme 'Pidikedu Biyyam (Fistful of
Rice)' and collecting handful of rice from the community members to help the children. There is a great
sense of personal satisfaction when we do all these activities.
l Today the strength of our CBO is 485 members. We are all united for a common cause to prevent the

spread HIV/AIDS and to remove stigma and discrimination towards us.”
l We take up so many activities like helping our community in the time of need. It might not be necessarily

monetary help because we also give them emotional support. We provide food to destitute women,
clothes to old age homes and orphan houses. By doing all these we try to serve the community. We fight for
an AIDS-free community and are actually stopping the trafficking of minors. We have stopped so many
minor girls from entering into this work. Like recently, we have
even warned the brothel owner not to bring in minor girls.”
What are the key achievements of the sangha? Can you
give evidence to support it?
Since the inception, we have reached out to 2200 sex
workers with the services of the intervention. In the year
2005, out of the 100 sex workers that came for STI
examination, 50 of them were found to have STI. And in
2006, out of the 200 sex workers came for the STI
examination in a camp, only twenty were found having STI.
In 2006, when we did an assessment on condom use, it is
found that sixty percent of the community members were
using condoms. When we tried to find out why the 40% did
not use condom, we came to know that most of them are
street based sex workers and living with their temporary
husbands with whom the condom use becomes highly
difficult. Through Inter Personal Communication, we
started empowering the sex workers to negotiate condoms
use with the temporary husbands. When we did an
assessment in February 2007, it is found that among the
forty per cent of the sex workers, twenty per cent of them
started using condoms with their partners.
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What are the challenges that you face?
Swapna: I was caught in a police raid conducted in my area. Police
asked me my profession. I said them that I am a sex worker. But
that time I was not doing sex work. They simply saw me and
caught me. I asked them that how they could take me as I was
neither with the client nor soliciting at the public places. The
police harass us in this manner.”
Because of the problems with the police, most of the community
members are migrating to different places and hence loosing the
opportunity to avail the HIV prevention services. We are trying to
overcome this problem”
Facilitators Note
It is important to keep in mind these tips while facilitating the group discussion and brainstorming session:
l

Encourage all the participants to speak out and share their stories.

l

Emphasise that the sharing should be done in a concise manner.

l

Encourage them to talk about the problems and achievements of the collective.

l

Encourage participants to keep their messages simple.

Give the participants the space to explore the answers to these questions in a constructive purposeful
manner.
Let them collectively identify their strengths and challenges in an objective manner.
Later, facilitate the participants to keep these tips in mind while interacting with the media.
- Be prepared - have data, resources, spokespersons available
- Stay focused on your issue and message
- Be consistent
- Educate the press
- Know your limits
- Be on guard - everything is on the record.
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Session V

Building Skills…
'A live media interaction'
Objective:
- To give the participants an experience of interacting with
the media on an equal footing.
- To build the confidence of the participants to deal with
the media.
Expected Outcome
At the end of this exercise, participants
-

Understand the dynamics of a live interaction

-

Understand the importance of using the interaction to put out key messages and information in a limited
time frame

-

Get familiar with the kind of questions the media usually poses.

-

Prepare how best they should answer these questions.

-

Feel confident that they can have regular interaction with the media

Duration: 90 minutes
Methodology
The groups are given 15 minutes each to present to the
journalist who will interact with them, seek clarifications,
raise questions and even play the devil's advocate to get the
community to answer consistently.
The journalist will then evaluate how convincing the
interaction was.
The participants reflect on the learning from the media
interaction after the journalist leaves.
Demo
Let us look at a exercise that was held in Eluru workshop
An interaction with the Journalist
Journalist: What are the difficult situations that women's face?
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Women: Women face violence from their husbands, society.
Like there was an example where one girl who lives in our
ward was beaten up by her husband. Unable to bear this
anymore she attempted suicide, but the CBO members
went and rescued her. She was provided with a loan to help
herself financially.
Journalist: Who are the members of your Group?
Women: Women who want to get some kind of benefits are
the members of our group. The group has savings so that in
future everybody in the group becomes financially stable
and be in a situation to educate their children.
Journalist: What kind of problems do women face?
Women: Child marriage leads to lot of health problems to the girl child.
Women who are vulnerable do not know what to do in difficult situations and are always victims of violence
by the family.
Journalist: How do you market the products that you make?
Women: There is one person who comes to us from the city and we sell him our goods keeping a margin of
Rs 40/-. We contact this person when we need some training on certain things like Zandu Balm making and
Tooth Paste making etc. So such people help us in marketing these products.
Journalist: What kind of services do you get from the district legal cell?
Women: We do not have any contacts with the district Legal Cell. But Ramesh, an advocate helps us to solve
our problems legally. For example if a husband beats his wife, we
need to protect the women. We need to take care of the legal
formalities and at the same time look after the women as she
might be afraid of spouse harassment. So within our groups
we take care of all these.
Journalist: Why did you form your CBO? Is it a new one?
Women: It was formed by a group of Women. It was formed
to support the needs of the women in urgency. Women
always are being victims of debt and they undergo lot of
suffering. The CBO is formed to help such women so that
they can earn their livelihood through some skills.
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Facilitators Note
The journalist invited must preferably, be a sensitive reporter who will share tips on how the
community can approach and win the attention of the media. Journalists shared tips such as these at
previous workshops:
- Go beyond giving a press release to the media.
- Highlight stories of empowerment through the collective.
- Highlight stories about challenges you are facing.
- Form a media committee in your collective.
- Invite one district or taluk journalist to every Sangha meeting. Interact with them, get to know them.
- Share with them photos, reports, awards and data (if any). This helps to ensure coverage and
validates your claims.
- Tell your stories well.
- Give a contact number so the reporter can get in touch if there are any clarifications
After the media interaction, the facilitator should enable the participants to put together their
learning from the media interaction and plan concretely towards structured media advocacy
activities.
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NOTES

NOTES

